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Abstract—A new technique is presented that provides planarization after a very deep etching step in silicon. This offers the possibility for as well resist spinning and layer patterning as realization of bridges or cantilevers across deep holes or grooves. The sacrificial wafer bonding technique contains a wafer bond step followed by an etch back. Results of polymer bonding followed by dry etching and anodic bonding combined with KOH etching are discussed. The polymer bonding has been applied in a strain based membrane pressure sensor to pattern the strain gauges and to provide electrical connections across a deep corrugation in a thin silicon nitride membrane by metal bridges.

I. INTRODUCTION

The design of micromachined devices is often limited by the impossibility of layer patterning by resist spinning on a wafer surface containing large steps in height. The standard resist spinning method needs a flat surface for a coverage with a uniform layer thickness. This means that after etching deep grooves or holes in a wafer, it is difficult to pattern existing or new deposited layers. Usually it is tried to carry out the deposition and patterning of all layers first and finish the process with the deep etch step. This, however, is not always possible because technology- and material-based constraints play a role in the possibilities of chronology of the process steps. If for example a deep etched groove is used as a mould to shape a structure, the chronology can not be reversed: the deep etch step has to be followed by the deposition of the structure material.

Alternative methods to apply photoresist are dipping, spraying or producing dry resist coatings by vacuum deposition, plasma deposition or adsorption, eventually followed by dry development (in situ radiation deposition) [1], [2]. Furthermore, the shadow mask technique can be used to deposit patterns on wafers with deep etch holes. Although with these methods patterning of the wafer surface is no problem, it is not possible to create bridges across the etch holes. Another planarization technique is filling the holes with an organic material, e.g., a polymer, eventually followed by a heating step. The flatness of the structures across the holes will then be determined by the shape of the planarized filling material, which can be a serious restriction in the case of very deep etch holes. Finally, an alternative method is to laminate a thin photosensitive foil. After thinning this layer to about 3μm by a uniform etch back, the depositing and patterning of new layers is possible. This method was applied recently [3].

By means of the (low temperature) sacrificial wafer bonding technique [4], layer deposition, resist spinning, layer patterning combined with realization of bridges, and cantilevers is possible. Because the bond layer and etch back method can be varied [5], it allows a wide application in microelectromechanical systems that contain deep trenches. The bond step is carried out either with polymers (at 150°C) or by anodic bonding (at 450°C). The advantage compared to applications of silicon fusion bonding [6], [7] is the low bonding temperature, especially when the polymer bonding is applied.

First, the technique using polymer and anodic wafer bonding will be illustrated by realizing metal bridge connections across a groove in silicon with a depth of 100μm. Next, the application of the sacrificial wafer bonding technique, using the polymer wafer bond step, is demonstrated in the realization of a strain based membrane pressure sensor with low residual stress and largely reduced package influences [8].

II. SACRIFICIAL WAFER BONDING

Basically the technique consist of four steps, see also Fig. 1. First a wafer, covered with a thin stop layer is bonded (step 1) on top of a device with the deep etched holes. After wafer bonding, the top wafer is etched down (step 2) to the (thin) stop layer. As the next step photoresist is spun on this layer. This was not possible for the original bottom wafer that contains the deep etched features. The stop layer can easily be patterned (step 3) in such a way that all etch holes are covered, as shown in Fig. 2. Original layers on the bottom wafer can be patterned [Fig. 2(a)], but also new layers can directly be deposited on the wafer surface [Fig. 2(b)]. As a final step, the coverage of the etch holes is removed (step 4) and the sacrificial bonding step has been completed. In this last step, the bonding wafer as well as the bonding layer is removed completely. The result is, that the original wafer now contains deep etch holes with patterned original layers, patterned new deposited layers, and, eventually, bridges or cantilevers of new deposited materials.

It is possible to combine several functions in one layer. Depending on the bonding and etch back process, the bond layer could serve as a stop layer as well. Besides, the bond layer could be patterned directly, thus requiring bond layer material bridges and cantilevers across the groove.

Note that the strength, lifetime, and bond area of the bonding are of less importance, since the bond is temporary. More important, however, is the etch stop function of the stop layer.
III. POLYMER BONDING FOLLOWED BY DRY ETCHING

The combination of polymer bonding followed by dry etching is discussed. The best results were obtained with the negative photoresist-type 3IC (Olin Ciba Geigy) as bonding layer, applied with a prebake and a postbake step at 150°C in a nitrogen environment. The etch back step was carried out in a sulphur-hexafluoride:nitrogen (SF₆:N₂) plasma in the reactive ion etch mode. Aluminum acted as etch stop layer material.

A. Polymer Bonding

Before application in the sacrificial wafer bonding method, the polymer bonding of two flat silicon wafers was studied. The absence of the aluminum stop layer offers the possibility to observe the bond layer by infrared imaging.

In [9] and [10], a stamp method was used to apply the polymer bonding layer on areas of 1 cm². This method could not be used for larger areas, because of destruction of the polymer layer. In this research, a full wafer bonding procedure with spun negative resist 3IC (OCG) is developed. The procedure consists of the following steps:

1) spinning the resist on one wafer (20 sec. at 2000 rpm for 3” wafers; layer thickness 1.4 µm),
2) prebake of 140 min. at 150°C in a nitrogen environment,
3) contacting of the two wafers in a bonding tool, and
4) postbake of 90 min. at 150°C in a nitrogen environment.

Without the prebake step, the evaporation of solvent in the photoresist during the heat treatment after contacting became a
major problem. This resulted in strongly inhomogeneous bond layers, containing many small nonbonded areas. Gassing out the solvent by prebaking in air leads to hardening of the top layer, due to oxidation of the resist. The bond layer looses its sticking quality in that case. In order to overcome this problem, a prebake in a nitrogen environment was carried out directly after spinning the resist on the (flat) top wafer. Then the solvents can evaporate without oxidation of the polymer layer.

The contacting of the two wafers in a bonding tool took place at room temperature, followed by a postbake step of 90 min. at 150°C in the same nitrogen oven as the prebake step. Note that the actual bond step takes place during the higher temperature postbake step, rather than during contact at room temperature. Without the postbake step the sticking quality, and therefore the bond strength, is very poor. The heat treatment resulted in a homogeneous bond layer with sufficient strength for application in the sacrificial wafer bond method. The yield mainly depends on the fact if air is trapped between the two wafers during the wafer contact step in the bonding tool. With the present available (commercial) bonding tools, trapped air bubbles can easily be avoided.

Fig. 3 shows an example of two bare silicon wafers bonded with negative resist. An infrared image of the bonding layer and a photograph of the split wafers are shown. The wafers broke apart in the interior of the photoresist layer, which indicates a large bond strength.

B. Reactive Ion Etching

Reactive ion etching was used as etch back method since it has the advantage of a large etch rate (>1.5 \( \mu m/min \)) combined with an almost perfect etch stop on metal. A flat wafer with evaporated aluminum and spin negative resist was polymer-bonded on top of a second wafer that contains deep etched grooves. The top wafer was etched down to the aluminum (see also steps 1 and 2 of Fig. 1). A 0.5-\( \mu m \)-thick aluminum layer was sufficient to serve as the etch stop layer. The etching was done in a 50:10 sccm SF6:N2 plasma, at 20 Pa and 25°C, in a parallel plate electrode configuration of the type Plasmadab 340. First the (lower) electrode was powered for about \( \frac{3}{2} \) hours with 0.83 W/cm\(^2\), until the aluminum stop layer was reached at the outer radius. Then, the process was continued at a reduced power of 0.42 W/cm\(^2\), until the whole top wafer was etched away. The limit of the power (and the belonging etch rate) is the occurring temperature [11]. If the temperature increases too much, the polymer and metal layer can degenerate. This is the reason for performing the power-reduction as soon as the aluminum layer has been reached at the outer radius of the wafer. Wafers with a thickness of 280 \( \mu m \) were removed in circa 2\( \frac{1}{2} \) hrs.

The radial nonuniformity of the etch process is caused by the "loading effect" [12], a radius-dependent electrical field, and an inhomogeneous gas flow pattern. The loading effect is characterized by a decrease in etch rate as the quantity of material to be etched is increased, for a given set of etching conditions. In this particular case, the etch process is locally limited by the supply of fresh radicals. It causes a much larger rate at outer radius of the wafer compared to the center etch rate.

The coverage layer of 0.5-\( \mu m \)-thick aluminum across grooves with a width of 150 \( \mu m \) showed a little downwards bending. The center deflection was about 2.2 \( \mu m \) and was due to residual stresses in the layer or plastic deformations resulting from a temperature increase during the dry etch back. For the applications in this research, these deformations were not relevant.

C. Fabrication of Bridges

The sacrificial wafer bonding technique, using the negative resist as bond layer, is demonstrated by realizing aluminum bridges across deep grooves in a silicon wafer. After bonding and etch back (steps 1 and 2) the aluminum etch stop layer is directly patterned in such a way that aluminum bridges remain (see also Fig. 4). The noncovered negative resist is stripped afterwards in an oxygen plasma (step 3). In this case, aluminum bridges with a resist foundation are realized, because there was no new deposition of aluminum.
shows the metal bridges across silicon grooves, fabricated with the sacrificial polymer bonding method. The grooves have a depth of 100 μm.

IV. ANODIC BONDING FOLLOWED BY KOH ETCHING

Another successful combination is anodic bonding of silicon wafers with a thin layer of R.F.-sputtered glass, followed by etch back in a KOH-solution. The bonding step took place at a temperature of 450°C. This approach has the advantage of combining the bonding and etch stop function in one layer. Recently, it was shown that it is possible to use very thin sputtered layers (thickness down to 20 nm possible), acquiring a good bonding as well as a selective etch stop in KOH [13].

A. Anodic Bonding

Borosilicate glass films were sputtered with a Schott 8330 glass target in a Nordiko 2000 system. The sputter density was 1 Pa and the target R.F.-power density 2.7 W/cm². The layers applied in this research were sputtered in 100% Ar with a thickness of 1.4 μm and no anneal step was done. However, an important reduction of compressive stress from 130 MPa to 5 MPa is achieved after an anneal step of 3.5 hrs at 550°C in nitrogen ambient [13].

The bonding setup was equipped with an infrared camera, which made in-situ infrared inspection possible. For the 1.4-μm-thick glass layer, a voltage of 15 V was needed to start the bonding process. A voltage of 1 V is sufficient to bond silicon wafers successfully with glass layers of a thickness of 100 nm or less.

B. KOH Etch Back

The etch back was done in a 25 wt% KOH solution at 78°C. The etch rate of the glass layer in this solution is about 260 nm/hr. The selectivity of silicon to sputtered borosilicate glass amounts 1:200, which implies that also very thin layers can be applied for the sacrificial wafer bonding method.

Also, with this method the film covering the groove showed a bending downwards. The center deflection was about 1.3 μm for a groove width of 125 μm and is due to compressive stresses in the glass layer.

C. Fabrication of Bridges

The sacrificial wafer bonding technique, using anodic bonding, is demonstrated as well by realizing aluminum bridges across deep grooves in a silicon wafer. After bonding and etch back (steps 1 and 2) an aluminum layer with thickness 0.5 μm was evaporated. This layer was patterned in such a way that aluminum bridges remain (step 3). As a consequence, the aluminum bridges are realized with a glass-layer foundation, similar to the bridges realized by the polymer bond method.
V. DISCUSSION

The two examples of the sacrificial wafer bonding method presented illustrate that the technique is a powerful tool in the design and realization of microelectro mechanical systems. Particularly attractive are the wide range of applicable bond and stop layers and etch back methods and the possibility of combining several functions in one layer. The same layer can serve as an etch stop, bond interface, mask or even as structure material. In the extremity, only one layer suffices to realize bridges across deep-etched features.

After the etch back of the top wafer, the system fabrication process can be continued without any constraint except the limitations brought in by the applied materials itself. This flexibility opens many possibilities for flat layer deposition, resist spinning, and layer patterning, including the realization of bridges and cantilevers, all after a very deep etching step. A different application is to create a shadow mask, after the etch back, to pattern the bottom of a deep etch hole.

The demonstrated methods, using a polymer or sputtered glass as bond layer respectively, have various advantages. On the one hand, the polymer bonding is attractive because of its simple and fast technology and the very low process temperature (150°C). On the other hand, the succeeding process steps are limited by the maximal tolerable temperature of the negative resist, i.e. about 300°C. For anodic bonding the bond temperature is higher (450°C), but there is no stringent temperature limitation for succeeding steps. The serious constraint in this case is the presence of Na⁺-ions; these can change the electric properties of other components.

In general, the sacrificial wafer bonding method is a rather complex technology and should be avoided when simpler techniques, as mentioned in the introduction, can be applied. However, in cases where planarization of wafers containing deep trenches is required for additional lithographic steps, and/or to fabricate thin, flat, and precise dimensioned bridges across these trenches, it is proved to be a useful technique. Future solutions toward a simplified technology might be found in the application of thin dry multilayer foils. One of the layers can function as the etch stop layer, while the silicon wafer etch back is replaced by a (short) etch back of the thin foil.
In the experiments discussed so far, the aluminum bridges were fabricated with a bond layer base. Next, an application will be presented with one of the original bottom layers as direct foundation for aluminum bridges. In the final processing step, the bond layer is removed completely so the whole sacrificial wafer bonding step has been carried out.

VI. APPLICATION

The polymer bonding technique, in combination with the dry etch back, is applied to fabricate a membrane pressure-sensor with a deep corrugation. The corrugation is added to reduce package stresses and to obtain a residual stress relief in the inner circular membrane without losing pressure sensitivity [8]. The sacrificial wafer bonding facilitates as well patterning of polysilicon strain gauges on a silicon nitride membrane as the fabrication of metal bridge connections across the deep thin silicon nitride corrugation.

A schematic outline of the fabricated device is shown in Fig. 7. It concerns a square silicon nitride membrane (thickness of 1 μm), containing a 100-μm-deep circular corrugation. The corrugations were shaped by first etching deep grooves in silicon by reactive ion etching, followed by a low pressure chemical vapor deposition of silicon nitride.

Fig. 8. Top view of a membrane pressure sensor with aluminum bridges across a deep corrugation to provide electrical contact. (a) Overview with four strain gauges to be applied in a Wheatstone bridge configuration. (b) The bridges are V-shaped to decrease their mechanical influence on the membrane deflections [15].

VII. CONCLUSION

A new flexible technique at low temperature for planarization after a very deep etching step is demonstrated. With this technique not only resist spinning and layer patterning becomes possible, but also the fabrication of bridges and cantilevers across deep grooves or holes. Because of the wide range of possibilities and combinations, the sacrificial wafer bonding technique is very suited for application in micro electro mechanical systems. Results of polymer bonding followed by dry etching and anodic bonding combined with KOH etching were presented. The polymer bond method was applied in a strain-based membrane pressure sensor to pattern the strain gauges and to provide electrical connections across a deep corrugation in a thin silicon nitride membrane by metal bridges. The authors gratefully acknowledge the contributions of H. Jansen concerning the optimization of the polymer bonding process. These investigations in the programme of the Foundation for Fundamental Research on Matter (FOM) have been supported by the Netherlands Technology Foundation (STW).
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